Toms  Man of Year for P.
A G - OK to talk to reporters?
H - OK deal must do
good story in Aim

A G - Reums + Ford on new
Congressmen + we
will follow thru.

A G - Hoffa - it nothing
getting close to time
for 150-200 pardons
A G doesn't know how
P feels
Connally in favor of release
- politically - no long term
delay
A G has mixed feelings
but in X'mas
Spirit it could log unnatural

H - Valentine/labor day
to late to have Teamsters org for the
H - will do it
A G - P wanted to ponder it
A G: hasn't been raised

- checked Meany will not
oppose it; is he really ill?

- Meaney is seriously ill, intensive care unit, no papers, TV, home 6-8 weeks,

- AG: a real scrap in labor

- word out + Meaney around as Emeritus but not back into fight

- Kirkland in bad shape by/ blaming for Convention, so he's being sent

- screw up in Miami led Teamsters will not affiliate

AG: a danger signal
good news not to affiliate
does UAW won't affiliate

- Argue for let Hoffa out

- Treebeau dinner - 40 people
  P. called on Fitzpatrick
  for remarks - it was clear

AG: put that long career schmuck (Communist
  agent all his life) in the place

- plain old flag, not a picket flag

- AG wants to move on Hoffa + AMF, FIP must
Keep week before Xmas holiday on call money list.